Alpha @ BLEND POTentiOMETER WIRING
M N tapers (both pickups full on at center detent)

Dual 25K-ohm

3/8" brass bushing.
solder lugs

Blend pot wiring viewed from the inside of the control cavity (pot. shaft down)

DO NOT SOLDER GROUND WIRES OR ANYTHING ELSE TO THE SIDE OF THE BLEND POTS

"New" Blend Pot Instructions for 250K
NobLe ☺ BLEND POTentiOMETER (after 6/15/00)
C A tapers (C=left hand audio - A=right hand audio)

Dual 250 K-ohm

"silver" color housing w/ Noble mark

3/8" brass bushing.
solder lugs

Blend pot wiring viewed from the inside of the control cavity (pot. shaft down)

blended signal
ground wire
bridge p.u.

blended signal
ground wire
neck p.u.

DO NOT SOLDER GROUND WIRES OR ANYTHING ELSE TO THE SIDE OF THE BLEND POTS